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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Notebook check 34: Page 18 (Book work 4 questions and 6 terms)
Warm-up: The Beginning of Everything – The Big Bang 

https://youtu.be/wNDGgL73ihY

Copy the questions and fill the answers regarding the formation of the universe.

1. Cosmic ______  _________  was discovered in 1964, supporting the Big Bang.

2. Stages of the Big Bang

a. Inflation: the universe was expanding into ______________.

b. Quark Era: It was so _________ matter and energy were the same stuff.

c. Natural laws: Matter won out over ______-_____________.

d. The universe grew in diameter, leading to decrease in _______________.

e. Nucleosynthesis era: the first atom (element) to form was __________.

a. The temperature at this time was 10 ____________ degree Celsius.

f. Opaque era: stars began to form  when __________ put hydrogen gas 

under extreme ___________.

g. Explain the statement: “we are made of dead stars.”

https://youtu.be/wNDGgL73ihY
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of matter 

supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the universe and 

everything in it.

Learning scale:

Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the end of class, use 

the 4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three sentences).

Homework: none

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 

conservation of matter 

and the law of 

conservation of energy

Describe the Big Bang 

as expansion of the 

universe.

Apply the law of 

conservation of matter 

the universe as an 

expanding system that 

converts but does not 

create matter and 

energy. 

Apply data and further 

concepts of scientific 

research to show that 

matter in the universe 

is moving further apart.
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Hubble’s Labs

Complete the “Expanding Universe 

Part I” Lab to model the data and 

results of Edwin Hubble's 

observations.
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Complete the “Expanding Universe 

Part II” Lab to model the data and 

results of Edwin Hubble's 

observations.

The labs will not be turned in but must be approved and signed by the 

teacher before the end of the class hour


